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THE

CHOSEN “ONES”

IN THE QURAN TESTAMENT
Here, we shall together witness all those perfectly “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in this
most special Chapter “38” (=“19”x2) --(after we have already thus clearly witnessed all those
perfectly “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in this most special Chapter “19” (=“19”x1)
before this)-- in/of the Quran Testament, as they are thus specifically mentioned by our
supreme Lord herein now, in the first place (=38/1-88), and then throughout the Quran
Testament they are thus mentioned in a Most Wise and precise manner again, thus also
eventually to perfectly give us this “19” coded, most magnificent “Symmetrical Planning”
herein, in this respect now (=74/26-31)!
So let us clearly see and witness here, first of all, each of these perfectly “chosen Ones” by our
supreme Lord within this most special Chapter “38” here, in/of the Quran Testament (=38/1-88),
as they are also thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again throughout the Quran
Testament by our supreme Lord thereafter --within each of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-here thus:
David (=Daavud)
mentioned 16 times in total
2/251
4/163
5/78
6/84

17/55
21/78
21/79
27/15

27/16
34/10
34/13
38/17

38/22
38/24
38/26
38/30

27/18
27/30
27/36
27/44
34/12

38/30
38/34

Solomon (=Sulaimaan)
mentioned 17 times in total
2/102
2/102
4/163
6/84
21/78

21/79
21/81
27/15
27/16
27/17
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dha alKefl/Kefl (=possessor of the Portion/Portion)
mentioned 3 times in total
21/85

38/48

4/85

dha alAyd/Ayd (=possessor of the Strength/Strength)
mentioned 2 times in total
38/17

51/47

Isaac (=Is-haaq)
mentioned 17 times in total
2/133
2/136
2/140
3/84
4/163

6/84
11/71
11/71
12/6
12/38

14/39
19/49
21/72
29/27
37/112

37/113
38/45

6/84
11/71
12/6

12/38
12/68
19/6

19/49
21/72
29/27

38/45

11/46
11/48
11/89
14/9
17/3
17/17

19/58
21/76
22/42
23/23
25/37
26/105

26/106
26/116
29/14
33/7
37/75
37/79

38/12
40/5
40/31
42/13
50/12
51/46

Jacob (=Yaqoob)
mentioned 16 times in total
2/132
2/133
2/136

2/140
3/84
4/163

Noah (=Nuuh)
mentioned 43 times in total
3/33
4/163
6/84
7/59
7/69
9/70

10/71
11/25
11/32
11/36
11/42
11/45

53/52
54/9
57/26
66/10
71/1
71/21
76/26
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Lot (=Luut)
mentioned 27 times in total
6/86
7/80
11/70
11/74

11/77
11/81
11/89
15/59

15/61
21/71
21/74
22/43

26/160
26/161
26/167
27/54

27/56
29/26
29/28
29/32

29/33
37/133
38/13
50/13

4/125
4/163
6/74
6/75
6/83
6/161
9/70
9/114
9/114
11/69
11/74
11/75

11/76
12/6
12/38
14/35
15/51
16/120
16/123
19/41
19/46
19/58
21/51
21/60

21/62
21/69
22/26
22/43
22/78
26/69
29/16
29/31
33/7
37/83
37/104
37/109

38/45
42/13
43/26
51/24
53/37
57/26
60/4
60/4
87/19

2/140
3/84

4/163
6/86

14/39
19/54

21/85
38/48

21/83

38/41

Abraham (=Ibraheem)
mentioned 69 times in total
2/124
2/125
2/125
2/126
2/127
2/130
2/132
2/133
2/135
2/136
2/140
2/258

2/258
2/258
2/260
3/33
3/65
3/67
3/68
3/84
3/95
3/97
4/54
4/125

Ishmael (=Ismaeel)
mentioned 12 times in total
2/125
2/127

2/133
2/136

Job (=Ayyoob)
mentioned 4 times in total
4/163

6/84

54/33
54/34
66/10
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Elyesha (=Alyasa)
mentioned 2 times in total
6/86

38/48

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Pharaoh (=Phirovn)
mentioned 74 times in total
2/49
2/50
3/11
7/103
7/104
7/109
7/113
7/123
7/127
7/130
7/137

7/141
8/52
8/54
8/54
10/75
10/79
10/83
10/83
10/88
10/90
11/97

11/97
11/97
14/6
17/101
17/102
20/24
20/43
20/60
20/78
20/79
23/46

26/11
26/16
26/23
26/41
26/44
26/53
27/12
28/3
28/4
28/6
28/8

28/8
28/9
28/32
28/38
29/39
38/12
40/24
40/26
40/28
40/29
40/36

dhu alAvtaad/Avtaad (=possessor of the Structures/Structures)
mentioned 3 times in total
38/12

89/10

78/7

40/37
40/37
40/45
40/46
43/46
43/51
44/17
44/31
50/13
51/38
54/41

66/11
66/11
69/9
73/15
73/16
79/17
85/18
89/10
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Then let us see now all of those perfectly “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord within this
most special Chapter “38” here, as each of them are, first of all, thus specifically mentioned
by our supreme Lord therein (=38/1-88), here thus:
=======
17- … and mention Our servant “David” … (38/17)
22- When they entered upon “David” … (38/22)
24- … and “David” understood that We had tested him … (38/24)
26- O “David,” We have thus made you a successor on earth … (38/26)
30- And to “David” We granted Solomon; … (38/30)
***
30- And to David We granted “Solomon;” … (38/30)
34- And We tested “Solomon;” … (38/34)
=======
So for/in the first section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by our
supreme Lord in the above Verses, here, first of all, thus:
David (5)
(=Daavud)

Solomon (2)
(=Sulaimaan)

*Please, note that because that “David” is thus specifically mentioned five times within this most special
Chapter 38 by our supreme Lord above, we have thus placed (5) with his name, and then thus (2) with the
name of his son “Solomon” above.

=======
17- … and mention Our servant David, “possessor of the Strength” … (38/17)
***
48- And mention Ishmael and Elyesha and “possessor of the Portion;” … (38/48)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, secondly, thus:
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possessor of the Portion (1)
(=dha alKefl)

possessor of the Strength (1)
(=dha alAyd)

*Please, note that because that this “possessor of the Strength” (=dha alAyd) is thus mentioned as a specific
secondary name/attribute of prophet David by our supreme Lord here (=38/17), we have thus rightfully and
specifically placed it secondly, on the right side above.

=======
45- And mention Our servants Abraham and “Isaac” and Jacob; … (38/45)
***
45- And mention Our servants Abraham and Isaac and “Jacob;” … (38/45)
=======
So for/in the second section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by
our supreme Lord in the above Verses, here again, first of all, thus:
Isaac (1)
(=Is-haaq)

Jacob (1)
(=Yaqoob)

=======
12- Rejecting before them were the people of “Noah,” … (38/12)
***
13- And Thamoud, and the people of “Lot;” … (38/13)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here again, secondly, thus:
Noah (1)
(=Nuuh)

Lot (1)
(=Luut)
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=======
45- And mention Our servants “Abraham” and … (38/45)
***
48- And mention “Ishmael” and … (38/48)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, thirdly, thus:
Abraham (1)
(=Ibraheem)

Ishmael (1)
(=Ismaeel)

=======
41- And mention Our servant “Job;” … (38/41)
***
48- And mention Ishmael and “Elyesha” and … (38/48)
=======
So now, we will thus place these two “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
here, finally, thus:
Job (1)
(=Ayyoob)

Elyesha (1)
(=Alyasa)

=======
12- … and “Pharaoh,” possessor of the Structures. (38/12)
***
12- … and Pharaoh, “possessor of the Structures.” (38/12)
=======
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So now, we will thus place these two “rejected Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
based on these most fundamental and basic Verses (=74/28-30) in this regard here again,
--on the left side & on the right side-- under our Table, here thus:
------------------------Pharaoh (1)
(=Phirovn)

------------------------possessor of the Structures (1)
(=dhu alAvtaad)

* Please, note that as we have already thus rightfully placed prophet “David,” and his specific secondary
name/attribute: “possessor of the Strength” (=dha alAyd) --thus in a perfect parallel manner therein-on our Table above, so then we have thus also rightfully placed “Pharaoh,” and his specific secondary
name/attribute: “possessor of the Structures” (=dha alAvtaad) under our Table here, thus here
--in opposite sense-- perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, based on these
most straightforward, flawless and perfect instructions of our supreme Lord here again, in the first
place! (4/82 = 18/1-2 & 39/28)
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So now, let us remember here those most critical and basic Verses in the Quran Testament,
wherein our supreme Lord profoundly describes and thus unmistakably informs us about this
most wonderful “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning,” now also in this regard, thus:
====================
23- Al-lah has sent down the nicest Utterance as a Written Record, consisting of similar
--all of those “chosen Ones” herein now-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!
** We shall see on the next pages in this regard all of those perfectly “chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord,
for/within this most special Chapter “38,” as each of them are thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again
by Almighty an exact number of times in the whole Quran Testament, whereby He shall eventually thus grant us
these similar (=mutashaabehan) perfect “2 and 4” pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) therein, again thus:
David (5)
(=Daavud)

&

Solomon (2)
(=Sulaimaan)

.........

&

.........

Isaac (1)
(=Is-haaq)

&

Jacob (1)
(=Yaqoob)

.........

&

.........

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their hearts do
soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wants;
but whomever Al-lah makes stray (because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27), there will be
no Guide for them -thereafter!
(Quran Testament 39/23)
====================
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====================
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for all humanity.
30-

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “defective” (because they belong to a tyrant therein) these
two “specific Attributes” therein:
------------------------------------------Pharaoh (1)
(=Phirovn)

&

--------------------------------------------possessor of the Structures (1)
(=dhu alAvtaad)

which will therefore thus together absolutely be excluded & eliminated therein, on both sides, by this heavenly
Uprooter (=Saqara) system; and then it shall thus definitely present to us all of those “2 & 4” pairs of perfectly
“chosen Ones” by our supreme Lord, for/within this most special Chapter “38” of the Quran Testament, as we have
seen previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of them are precisely coded by number “19” therein,
on both sides again, just as it has thus most Wisely been pointed out by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,
thereafter!

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire except Angels; and We did not make their
number (=19) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,
and the Believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers
hereby shall not doubt,
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= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? Al-lah thus makes stray (=yudellu) with it whomever
He wants (because of their own betrayal again; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever
He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).
And none knows the armies of your Lord except He; and “It” (=that “Uprooter” thus cited in the
above 26-30th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!
(Quran Testament 74/26-31)
** We must have thus already clearly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)
and that Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as Commemorative
(=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes stray (=yudellu) thus used and
emphasized in both of these specific Verses, whereby Almighty thus basically and exactly signals to us herein
this same most miraculous “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning” again, in the Quran Testament! (so please,
certainly also see again here Quran Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)

====================

So after we have thus clearly remembered and seen again these most critical and basic
Verses in the Quran Testament, in this respect (39/23 = 74/26-31), we can thereafter together
immediately witness here this “19” coded, most astonishing “Marvelous Miracle,” manifestly,
now thus:
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total number
of occurrences

David (5)
(=Daavud)

16

possessor of
the Portion/Portion (1)
(=dha alKefl/Kefl)

total number
of occurrences

17

3

Solomon (2)
(=Sulaimaan)
possessor of
the Strength/Strength (1)
(=dha alAyd/Ayd)

2

_____________

_____________

19x 19x
…

…

Isaac (1)
(=Is-haaq)

17

16

Jacob (1)
(=Yaqoob)

Noah (1)
(=Nuuh)

43

27

Lot (1)
(=Luut)

Abraham (1)
(=Ibraheem)

69

12

Ishmael (1)
(=Ismaeel)

Job (1)
(=Ayyoob)

4

2

Elyesha (1)
(=Alyasa)

_____________

_____________

19 19
x…

x…

===========================================================
Pharaoh (1)
(=Phirovn)

74

3

possessor of
the Structures/Structures (1)
(=dhu alAvtaad/Avtaad)
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** First of all, when we look in a vertical manner here, we should certainly notice that on our Table
above, in that first section, on the left side, within the first row, there is thus

David (5)
(=Daavud)
and in that second section, within the first row, there is thus his ancestor
Isaac (1)
(=Is-haaq)
And then in that first section, within the second row, there is thus
possessor of the Portion (1)

(=dha alKefl)
and in that second section, within the second row, there is thus his ancestor
Noah (1)
(=Nuuh)
thus in such a perfectly equal, complementary and parallel manner here.
And then in that second section, within the third row, there is thus

Abraham (1)
(=Ibraheem)
and in that second section, within the fourth row, there is thus his descendant
Job (1)
(=Ayyoob)
thus in such a perfectly equal, complementary and thus -reversely- parallel manner here, thereafter.
And then when we look in a horizontal manner here, we should certainly notice that on our Table above,
in that first section, within the first row, there is thus

David (5)
(=Daavud)

and his son

Solomon (2)

(=Sulaimaan)

and in that second section, within the first row, there is thus

Isaac (1)
(=Is-haaq)

and his son

Jacob (1)
(=Yaqoob)
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And then in that first section, within the second row, there is thus
possessor of

the Portion (1)
(=dha alKefl)

possessor of
and thus a prophet
after him:

the Strength (1)
(=dha alAyd)

and in that second section, within the second row, there is thus

Noah (1)
(=Nuuh)

and thus a prophet
after him:

Lot (1)
(=Luut)

thus in such a perfectly equal, complementary and parallel manner here.
And then in that second section, within the third row, there is again thus

Abraham (1)
(=Ibraheem)

and his son

Ishmael (1)
(=Ismaeel)

and in that second section, within the fourth row, there is thus

Job (1)
(=Ayyoob)

and thus a prophet
before him:

Elyesha (1)
(=Alyasa)

thus in such a perfectly equal, complementary and thus -reversely- parallel manner lastly, here again!
** Second of all, we should certainly notice here that because that “possessor of the Portion” (=dha

alKefl) is exactly thus mentioned by our supreme Lord within these Verses, in the first place:
=======
45- And mention Our servants “Abraham,” and (his son) “Isaac,” and (his grandson) “Jacob” …
48- And (then) mention “Ishmael,” and (his son) “Elyesha,” and (his grandson) “possessor of the
Portion” (=dha alKefl) … (38/45-48)
=======
so our supreme Lord hereby has thus also most clearly and unmistakably pointed out to us that we should
thus also certainly take into account “possessor of the Strength” (=dha alAyd), and then “possessor of
the Structures” (=dhu alAvtaad) in this Chapter/Sura (38/48 = 38/17, 38/12) on our Table above,
and so we exactly did so within this perfectly parallel and totally complementary manner therein:
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“possessor of the Portion/Portion”
(=dha alKefl/Kefl)

“possessor of the Strength/Strength”
(=dha alAyd/Ayd)
---------------------------------“possessor of the Structures/Structures”
(=dhu alAvtaad/Avtaad)

** Last of all, we should also certainly notice here that our supreme Lord by thus using this exactly same
introductions:
=======
16- And mention (=adhkur) in the Scripture “Mary;” … (19/16)
41- And mention (=adhkur) in the Scripture “Abraham;” … (19/41)
……….

17- … and mention (=adhkur) Our servant “David” … (38/17)
41- And mention (=adhkur) Our servant “Job;” … (38/41)
……….
=======

thus several times within each of these most special Chapter/Sura “19” (=19 x1), and then
Chapter/Sura “38” (=19 x2) has thus also most clearly and unmistakably pointed out to us that
there was thus certainly hidden such a perfectly parallel “Secret” thus to be discovered on/about
these specifically “chosen Ones” within these two most special Chapters/Suras “19” & “38”
in the first place!
So our supreme Lord by thus most Graciously and Benevolently letting us to discover now that
“19” coded, most wonderful “Symmetrical Miracle” of those “chosen Ones” in that
Chapter/Sura “19” (which consists of two sections, as “2” and “4” pairs therein), (please, see
“A Marvelous Miracle 1” document before this in this respect now), and then this “19” coded,
most wonderful “Symmetrical Miracle” of these “chosen Ones” in this Chapter/Sura “38”
(which consists of two sections, as “2” and “4” pairs herein again) has thus granted us a
most astonishing, superbly wonderful and absolutely magnificent --perfectly complementary-“twin/double” Miracles here! (=57/28)
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So now, we should also certainly remember here again and thus absolutely know that
based on this most specific Verse, first of all, in the Quran Testament:
=======
106- Whenever We abrogate a “Sign” (=a “Word”) --now, thus on the left side & on the right
side, under those “19” coded Tables here-or leave it --now, thus on the left side & on the right side, under those “19” coded Tables here-We bring a “better one” than them ” (=khayren minha), or a “similar/same one” as them
(=methleha).
So did you not know that Al-lah is (thus) over all things --here, especially and first of all, thus
Mathematically-- a best Measurer! (2/106)
=======
So as we have already thus clearly witnessed now here again also within this “A Marvelous
Miracle 2” document, when our supreme Lord has thus strictly “abrogated” --now, thus on
the left side & on the right side, under those “19” coded Tables here-- those two “ignoble Ones”
(=i.e. “Pharaoh” and “possessor of the Structures”), He has thus already brought absolutely
the “better (=noble) ones” (=i.e. “David” and “possessor of the Strength”) on our Table above;
but within that “A Marvelous Miracle 1” document before this, when He has thus lawfully made
us “leave” --now, thus on the left side & on the right side, underneath those “19” coded Tables
therein-- those two “noble Ones” (=i.e. “Aaron” and “Jacob”), He has thus already brought
exactly the “similar/same (=noble) ones” (=i.e. “John” and “Israel”) on our Table above
therein!
So whenever we see such “negative/evil ones” underneath our “19” coded Tables here,
we should immediately and rightfully perceive it in the first way above; and whenever we see
such “positive/good ones” underneath our “19” coded Tables here, we should immediately
and rightfully perceive it in the second way above, based on these most basic and fundamental
Verses (=2/106 & 74/26-31) in this respect again, of our most Wise and Omnipotent
supreme Lord here, in the first place.
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So in this respect, we should also certainly see again now these most fundamental and basic
Verses (=74/26-31) wherein our supreme Lord thus most Wisely and clearly informs us about
His “19” coded, most superb “Symmetrical Miracle” in the Quran Testament thus:
=============
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for all humanity.
30=============

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

So now we may thus clearly see that our supreme Lord thus uses these most specific terms
above: “does not let-last” (=la tubqee) and “does not let-stay” (=la tadharu) e.g. also in these
Verses in the Quran Testament, in this context herein:
=======
50- And He destroyed the ancient Aad.
51- And Thamoud, He did not “let-last” (=ma abqaa) --on this earth! (53/50-51)
26- And Noah said: My Lord, then (please), do not “let-stay” (=la tadhar) on the earth any
dwellers of those disbelievers! (71/26)
========
So as our supreme Lord may definitely thus “not let-last” (=ma abqaa) and “not let-stay” (=la
tadhar) such atrocious disbelievers on this earth, but may thus definitely send them to the
nether/other world through such a Quake (29/40), in such a severe and punishing manner, at the
time of their death here (16/28-29), but He may also thus definitely send many righteous
believers to the nether/other world again through such a Quake here (57/22-23), also in such a
gracious and rewarding manner, at the time of their death here (16/32);
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so this “19” coded, “Uprooter” (=74/26-30) may thus send, by the command of Al-lah,
all those ignoble disbelievers (=i.e. “Pharaoh” and “possessor of the Structures” here, in this
instance) in such a strict and punishing manner to the lower/other region of those “19” coded
Tables herein,
but it may thus also send, by the command of Al-lah again, all those noble believers (=i.e.
“Aaron” and “Jacob” here, in that instance, as we have clearly seen within “A Marvelous
Miracle 1” document before this) in such a clement and rewarding manner to the lower/other
region of those “19” coded Tables therein again, in the first place!

Then we should also certainly see now these related most significant and basic Verses in the
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus:
=======
11- O you who believe, when you are told to “make room” (=i.e. by also thus stepping down
into those lower/other regions of those “19” coded Tables here, as in “An Excellent Miracle,”
or/and “A Marvelous Miracle 1” documents before this) in the assemblies, then you shall
--now, thus also on that left side-- “make room” --by thus honorably stepping down into those
lower/other regions therein!-- Al-lah will then (thus) “make room” --therein, in those upper
regions-- for you! And when you are told to “leave,” then --now, thus also on that right side
again-- “leave” --by thus honorably stepping down into those lower/other regions therein!-Al-lah will (thus) raise those among you who believe --on that left side of these “19” coded
Tables here, within those upper and lower regions-- and those who (thus) acquire “Knowledge”
--on that right side of these “19” coded Tables here, within those upper and lower regions-to (highest) ranks! Al-lah is (thus) fully aware of everything you do!
(Quran Testament 58/11)
=======
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So let us also see here now these related most significant and miraculous Prophecies of
prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), in this respect, here
thus:
*******
19- Prophet David said: Open for me --(here thus specifically “19” coded)-- gates of
Righteousness; I will enter them and thank God.
20- This is --(thus again “19” coded)-- Gate of God; the righteous shall enter through it!
21- I thank You, (O God), for You have answered me; and You have been for me a Salvation.
22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down
to prophet Muhammad (pbuh), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”
in Literary and Metaphorical sense therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference
here to this “Quran Testament” which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long
awaited and anticipated (Messiah and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and Muhammad
(peace be upon both of them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and
Scientific sense herein.) (So please, also and certainly see again Quran Testament, Introduction
part in this respect now.)
23- This has been done by God; and it is wondrous in our eyes!
24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium) God has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.
25- Please, O God, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now;
please, O God, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!
26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the long
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and Muhammad; peace be upon both of
them) who comes (as His promised servant here) under the Name of God; we (=all honorable
Prophets therein thus) bless you from the House of God!
(Psalms 118/19-26)
*******
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=======
16- Prophet David said: (O LORD, so please) turn to me, and --now, thus also on those
“19” coded Tables here, on that left side-- be “Gracious” to me (as unto His servant “David”
therein), and (please), grant --thus also on that right side here again-- Your “Strength” (as unto
His servant “possessor of the Strength” therein; so please, certainly see in this regard: “38/17”
again, on p. 5-6 now, in the first place) to Your servant, and thus save the son of Your handmaid!
17- (And please), show me --(through his long awaited and anticipated Messiah descendant, this
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again; Psalms 118/19-26, a “19” coded)-- “Sign”
for good, that those who hate me may see it and be ashamed; because You, O LORD, have thus
--now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that left side-- thus “helped” me, and
--on that right side-- thus “comforted” me!
(Psalms 86/15-17)
48- Prophet David said: God delivers me from my enemies! For surely You lift me above those
--now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, within that lower region, on that left side-who rise up against me (therein); You rescue me --within that lower region again, on that right
side-- from that violent man!
49- Therefore I will give thanks --within that upper region, on that left side-- to You among the
nations, O LORD, and I will sing praises --within that upper region again, on that right side-to Your Name!
50- For He thus gives great deliverance to His king, and shows kindness to His annointed,
to “David” --on that left side, within the upper region therein-- and to his descendants (first of all
“Solomon” --on that right side now, within the upper region therein again-- forever!
(Psalms 18/48-50)
11- The LORD has thus sworn to David; a Truth (here) from which He will never turn back:
Of the fruit of your body (=thus a reference to his long awaited and anticipated Messiah
descendant, this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now) I will set upon
your --“19” coded-- Throne! (So please, see again now Psalms 118/19-26 in this regard, in the
first place!)
12- If your descendants will keep --now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that left
side-- My “Covenant,” and --on that right side-- My “Testimony,” which I will thus teach them!
Their descendants also shall thus sit upon your --“19” coded-- Throne for ages!
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13- For the LORD has chosen the “Peak” (please, see Psalms 55/7-9 within “A Miraculous Seal”
document (p. 12) now, thus to clearly witness this “Peak” and the beloved holy “Desert-City”
therein in the West, far away from Israel now; Psalms 55/7-9); He has desired it for His
dwelling.
14- So this is My --“19” coded-- “Resting Place,” --on the left side-- for ages, and --on the
right side-- for ages; here I will thus --in Mathematical sense-- dwell, for I have thus desired it!
15- So I will abundantly bless its “provision;” I will thus satisfy its needy with “bread!” (So
please, also certainly see now “A Festive Miracle” document, thus to clearly witness this
heavenly “provisions” and “bread” therein now, in this respect.)
16- Its priests also I will clothe with --now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that
left side-- “Salvation;” and its saints will --thus on that right side-- “Sing Aloud” for joy!
17- Because there I will thus cause the “horn of David” (=as “possessor of the Strength”
on that right side on our “19” coded Table above now) thus to spring forth; I have thus prepared
a “Lamp” --on that left side-- for My annointed (=thus also as His servant “David” again therein;
so please, certainly see in this regard: “38/17” again, on p. 5-6 now, in the first place.)
18- So his “enemies” --now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, within that lower
region, on that left side & on that right side-- I will clothe with shame; but upon himself his
--“19” coded-- “Crown” shall thus shine --within that upper region, thus on that left side & on
that right side therein again!
(Psalms 132/11-18)
=======
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******
39- Prophet Jesus said: For I tell you, you will not see me (=i.e. seeing the real and prophetic
meanings of his Words, as taught by God to him therein; so please, also certainly see in this
respect now: John 12/48-50 in the first place), until you say: Blessed is he (=a reference to this
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again, who is foretold by prophet Jesus thus also
as the “Son of Man” therein, who would thus certainly be sent by God in this Third and Last
Day/Millennium here; please, see John 6/27, 40) who comes (as God’s promised servant
herein now) under the Name of the LORD!
(Gospel, Matthew 23/39)
******
=======
35- Prophet Jesus said: How is it that the Scribes say that the “Messiah” (=a reference to this
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again, …) is the son of David?
36- For David himself, inspired by the holy Spirit (=i.e. Gabriel), said:
The LORD said to my teacher/commander: Sit at My right-hand, until I put your “enemies”
--now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again, within that lower region, on that left side &
on that right side-- beneath your two-feet!
37- Thus David himself calls him --thus in Mathematical sense here-- “teacher/commander,”
so how is he his son (=i.e. novice/amateur)?
(Gospel, Mark 12/35-37)
31- Prophet Jesus said: But regarding the resurrection of the dead, have you not read what was
thus said to you by God:
32- (The LORD said): I am the God of --now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here again,
within that upper region, on that left side-- “Abraham;” and the God of --within that upper
region again, on that left side-- “Isaac,” and the God of --within that upper region again, on that
right side-- “Jacob!” So He is not the God of (=i.e. is not pleased with) --now, thus within that
lower region, on that left side & on that right side-- the (rebellious) “dead” (=i.e. “Pharaoh” and
“possessor of the Structures” therein) but thus --within that upper region-- of the (righteous)
“living” (therein)!
(Gospel, Matthew 22/31-32)
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25- Prophet Jesus said: But first he must suffer greatly and be rejected by this “generation” (=a
specific reference to the “generation” of/in the beginning of this Third and Last Day/Millennium
herein now; please, see again Luke 18/8 & John 6/27, 40).
26- As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be in the days of the “Son of Man” (=a reference
to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the “Son of David” here again, who would thus
certainly be sent by God in the beginning of this Third and Last Day/Millennium here now;
please, see again John 6/27, 40);
27- they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage up to the day that --so now,
thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side-- “Noah” entered the Ark; and then
the flood came and destroyed them all.
28- Similarly, as it was in the days of Lot; they were eating, drinking, buying, selling, planting,
building;
29- on the day when --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that right
side-- “Lot” left Sodom; fire and brimstone rained from the sky to destroy them all.
30- So it will be on the day the “Son of Man” (=a reference to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of
the Covenant” here again, …) is thus revealed! (So please, also certainly see in this regard now:
Quran Testament 21/1-2 & 44/10-16 & … in the first place!)
(Gospel, Luke 17/25-30)
=======
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*******
1- Prophet Muhammad said to those believers around him: So those who are present here now
must deliver (my Words, and also specific Actions) to those absent here now. Because those who
are present here now may thus deliver (my Words, and also specific Actions) ultimately
(=especially in that Last Day/Millennium, at the time of coming of his Mahdee descendant,
this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again; please, see in this respect now: Quran,
A.Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8, in the first place) to the one who will thus be “more capable of
understanding them” than those here!
Then prophet Muhammad thus said therein twice: No doubt;
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here,
for/on that left side-- to you!
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here,
for/on that right side-- to you!
(from Bukhari)
*******
=======
1- Narrated Abu Musa: That Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said to him:
O “Abu Musa” (=i.e. “Father/Supporter of Moses;” thus also a most specific reference to his
long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant, this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant”
here, because he will thus also specifically confirm/support prophet “Moses” --now, thus on
those “19” coded Tables here, on that right side-- therein; so please, certainly see “A Marvelous
Miracle 1” document before this now, in this regard), You have thus (also) been given (within
this “A Marvelous Miracle 2” document herein now) one of the Psalms of family of --now, thus
on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side above-- “David!”
(from Bukhari)
2- Narrated Ibn Abbas: The prostration in “Sura Sad” (=i.e. this most special Chapter/Sura “38”
i.e. =19 x“2” in this Quran Testament here) is not amongst the compulsory prostrations, though
I saw Prophet Muhammad prostrating (on “first” occasion) on reciting The Statement of Allah
therein:
And --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side-- to “David” We gave
--on that right side-- “Solomon” (for a son). How excellent (a) servant he was, ever oft-returning
in repentance (to Us)! (38/30)
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And then (on “second” occasion) this Statement therein:
“Solomon” said: My Lord, (so please), forgive me and grant me --so now, thus also on those
“19” coded Tables here again, on that right side-- a “kingdom” which may not suit anyone
after me (=i.e. no Prophet/King that is sent after Solomon can give that total number of
occurrences: “17” in the Quran Testament, and thus perfectly take that first place in this respect
therein now)! (38/35)
(from Bukhari)
3- Prophet Muhammad said to him: … Then you should fast like the fasting of --so now, thus
also on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that left side-- “David” who used to fast on
alternate days, and would not flee (as also “possessor of the Strength” now within that upper
region therein) on facing the “enemy” (=i.e. against that “possessor of the Structures” now
within the lower region therein)!
(from Bukhari)
4- Narrated Ibn Abbas: Prophet Muhammad used to seek Refuge with Allah for (his grandsons)
al-Hasan and al-Husain and say: Because your forefather (=i.e. “Abraham”) used to seek
Refuge with Allah for --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, within that
upper region, on that right side-- “Ishmael,” and --on that left side-- “Isaac” by reciting the
following:
O Allah! I seek Refuge with Your Perfect Words --so now, thus within that lower region, on that
left side-- from every devil and from poisonous pests (therein), and --on that right side-- from
every evil, harmful, envious eye!
(from Bukhari)
5- Narrated Salama bin Al-Akwa: Prophet Muhammad passed by some persons of the tribe of
Aslam practicing archery (i.e. the throwing of arrows), and thus said to them:
O offspring of --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, on that right side-“Ishmael,” practice archery (i.e. arrow throwing) as your father was a great archer (i.e.
arrow-thrower). So I am with (on the side of) the son of so-and-so- now!
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Hearing that, one of those “two teams” stopped throwing therein. Prophet Muhammad asked
them: Why are you not throwing? They replied: O Allah's Apostle! How shall we throw when
you are with the other team now? He said:
Throw --(so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, at those “enemy,” within that
lower region, on the left side & on the right side herein)-- for I am thus with you all --(within
that upper region, on the left side & on the right side herein!)
(from Bukhari)

**(And we should also certainly remember here that prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by emphasizing
his prayers specifically for “19” consecutive days, and then by participating specifically in
“19” holy wars against those aggressive and hostile pagan Arabs therein (please, see Bukhari)
has thus bequeathed these two number “19” --for/on the left side & for/on the right side above-to his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant here again, in the first place!)
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among
the Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all the Peoples) herein, who --after those hugely significant
two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them
in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this thirty-first
most critical and astonishing -second- “Marvelous” holy Planning herein, in this Final Age,
and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and personally
verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own eternal Salvation and
benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, also certainly see again now the Quran
Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of the Covenant

